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Miss Sally Morgan, 
who is a Supervisor 
at the bakery where 
J.S. Swiss Rolls are 
made. See page 12. 



Stevenage 
Self-Service Branch O p e i l S 

We were almost overwhelmed by the warmth 
of the welcome Stevenage shoppers gave the firm 
when our new self-service branch opened in 
the town's commercial centre on.July IOth. 
The picture of calm above was taken on a quiet morning after 
the first storms had subsided. 
At the checkouts from I. to r. are Mrs. M. Leers, Miss A, Taylor, 
Mrs. J. Boylan, Miss J. Marshall, Miss M. Bates, Miss D. Scott, 
and Miss P. Smith. 
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The branch has the characteristic long clean
lines of the recent J.S. self-service branches in other
new towns. At the gondola is Mrs. M. Chivers.

Manager

Manager of the new branch is
Mr. S. D. Goddard, who joined

J.S. in 1934 and was first
appointed manager in 1951.

He has been at Hemel Hempstead
in training for the past year and

was formerly at Harpenden.
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Above is a general view of 
the branch looking towards 
the rear of the shop. At the 
gondola is Mr. H. Morti mer. 
On the right is a recent 
view of the new commercial 
centre at Stevenage. When 
complete, it will include 
theatres, local government 
offices and swimming 
baths. 



P r o d u c e plays a big part in our new self-service branches. The Stevenage 
produce department is situated under 
one of the long light fittings which 
run along both sides of the shop and 
carry illuminated indicator signs. On 
the right is the produce preparation 
room with Mrs. I. Lee, Mrs. E. Stan-
bridge and Mrs. R. Geach at work. 
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J.S. Veterans help in Publicity Drive 

Five J.S. veterans made a 
complete coverage of the 
town with speaker van and 
leaflets to announce the 
opening of the new branch. 
Their publicity certainly 
helped to bring in cus
tomers on the day. From 
I. to r. they are Mr. A. E. Snow, Mr. C. E. V.Atkins, Mr. A. W. Trimmer, 
Mr. W. V. Baker and Mr. A. C. Davis. You'll find Mr. Atkins in our Memory 
Lane picture on page 46. 

People a t Stevenage 
Assistant Manager 
Mr. K. G. Evans. 

Above. In the cheese preparation room. 
From I. to r. Mrs. S. Gotobed, 
Mr. F. Newberry (P.A. to Mr. Hedges), 
Mr. J. Charles (manager in training) 
and Mrs. W. Carnell. 



E x t e r i o r The new branch as it was when we opened. 

Four J.S. butchers at work in the 
M e a t meat preparation room. From I. to r. they are 

Messrs. F. Hall (formerly at Luton), R. Warner, 
C. Hewitt (assistant head butcher) and R. Brookfield. 



V i s i t o r s On July 22nd the new branch was visited by the Stevenage Urban 
District Council. Mr. Simon Sainsbury is seen here on the left of the picture 
talking to Mr. H. V. Lamey, Chief Public Health Inspector and Mr. P. T. Ireton. 

Stevenage's canteen kitchen. At the table are Mrs. F. Edwards and Mrs. E. Arkey. 
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The New Town of 
STEVENAGE 

... 

• • H 9 
Besides the main commercial centre, where our new 
branch is, Stevenage has, in each of its neighbourhoods, 
a central shopping group of 15 to 30 shops and two 

O a k s Cross smaller groups of 6 to 12 shops. This small group is 
at Oaks Cross, Longmeadow, in the Broadwater 
neighbourhood. 

STEVENAGE was designated as the site of the first of the New 
Towns in 1946. Development didn't get under way for the best 
part of two years after that. Now, ten years after the beginning, 
its population stands at 30,000—six times what it was in the 
early forties. The town is planned to hold 60,000 people and 
to be a more or less self-contained community, with enough 
industry and commercial activity to make careers and employ
ment for all who live there. 

The town will be divided into six residential neighbourhoods, 
each one with a shopping centre, schools, churches and public 
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This is the main shopping centre of the Broadwater neigh
bourhood. It has 16 shops, a church (St. Peter's) and a 
public house (see p.11). The shops have two-storey maison
ettes over them. 

houses. The Town Centre of Stevenage lies in a central position 
and there is easy access to it from all these neighbourhoods. 

This Town Centre occupies 55 acres and has a shopping area 
in which wheeled traffic is forbidden. The shops face inwards 
towards the pedestrian ways and goods are delivered by rear 
access roads. The whole concept of the centre is to make it 
traffic free and parking space for 3,000 cars is to be provided 
around it, each car park having easy access to the central area. 

The character of the Town Centre in the future should be 
such as to provide a focus for the community life of the town. 
Plans for it include the provision of cinemas, restaurants, 
hotels, dance halls, swimming pools all grouped with the 
municipal buildings, County College and the parish church. It 
looks as if the future Stevenage will be a lively town. 
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Stony Hall 
The first of the new housing 
estates to be built at Stevenage 
was Stony Hall. The big seven-
storey block is Channey House. 

Houses 
A quiet corner of the housing 
estate Longmeadow, Broadwater. 



P u b The "Man in the Moon" at Broadwater. A Mann, Crossman and Paulin 
house. New pubs go up about one a year in the housing areas. 

School Heathcote Secondary Modern School at Shephall 
was completed by Hertfordshire County Council in 1955. 
It accommodates 750 pupils between the ages of 11 and 17. 



^^mr in 
South Wales 

They used to say in Dowlais that there wasn't any need for street lamps because 
the great blast furnaces of the Dowlais Iron Works kept the town lit as bright as 
day. The ironworks made rails that found a market wherever there was a railway 
system. It is closed down now and gone to Cardiff, but when it went it left this 
slag mountain towering up over the town. New modern factories were built on 
the site and in one of them our Swiss Rolls are made. 

Swiss Rolls 



About 14,000 people 
live in the town of 
Dowlais where all the 
big buildings are 
chapels. 

Below: Swiss rolls start 
like any other sponge 
cake. Here's the flour 
going into the sifter. 



6 Mixing 
Each batch is made up of sifted flour, eggs, fats and 
sugar. The girl below is measuring out flour. The 
separate ingredients are put into a pressure whisk 
for 3J minutes and then blown out into a container 
(bottom, right). 



Baking 
The container opposite is drawn, on a hoist, up to 
the first floor. The mixture is poured into a hopper 
and from there is spread through two depositors on to 
two endless metal belts which pass through this long 
gas oven. An automatic greasing stops the mixture 
from sticking to the belts. Baking takes 3$ minutes 
and regular supplies of mixture keep the 
oven operating continuously. Every hour 
seven batches go through—enough to make 
about 2,200 swiss rolls. 
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Down again 
Here the two baked strips of sponge are coming 
down another conveyor from the oven to the 
rolling operation. They cool as they pass on 
towards the jam or cream spreaders from which 
the filling is forced out on to the strip. 
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Cut t ing and Rolling 
A set of rotary knives trim and cut 
the strip into three narrow strips 
for junior rolls. These are then cut 
into squares (the cutter is on the left) and 
rolled by hand. The jam-spread strip of 
sponge in the foreground is cut ready 
for rolling into full size swiss rolls. 
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© 
Chocolate Cover 
Covering the rolls with 
chocolate is done by 
passing them through a 
double curtain of mol
ten chocolate, blowing 
off the excess with an 
air jet and passing them 
through a long cooler. 
You can see them 
through the inspection window, 

ill lljfr/ ; « • * ' 

i # 

*». m *% <% \ ^ B 

W r a p p i n g 
Inspection and packing into card containers 
which go on to be wrapped in transfilm 
by automatic machines. They are then boxed 
and sent off to Blackfriars. 
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Alexis Soyer 
The Gastronomic Kegenerator 

1809-iSjS 

Cook, author, inventor and practical joker, 

this fantastical Frenchman became 

Britain's most celebrated cook. 

He died a century ago on August 5th, 1858. 

This account of his extraordinary life is by 

Richard Bennett 

ALEXIS BKNOIT SOYER was a chef who prepared banquets and 
organised soup kitchens, invented sauces and condiments, 
wrote best-selling cookery books, poetry and a ballet, designed 
kitchen equipment, including the stove which bears his name, and 
taught the British Army how to cook, though he cannot be 
blamed for all the results. 1 Ie worked with Florence Nightingale 
in the Crimea, and died a hundred years ago this August, worn 
out by his exertions at work and play. He was far from being a 
dull boy. 

He was born in Meaux-en-Brie, where the cheese comes from, 
on October 14th, 1809, the third son of a small shop-keeper. 
His mother wanted to make a priest of him, but what was to be a 
lifelong addiction to practical jokes kept him in constant 
trouble, and he was expelled from school after he had rung the 
church bell at midnight, roused the town and brought out the 
garrison in a general alarm. He went instead to Paris to join his 
elder brother who was a cook, and, for lack of anything better 
to do, became apprenticed to him. He was 12. He worked 
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for four years in a restaurant where the menu was extensive 
enough to be bound as an octavo volume, and by the time he 
was 19 had a dozen cooks working under him, in spite of a 
tendency to be drunk and disorderly. 

In the revolution of July 1830, he was working in the Foreign 
Office kitchens when the mob broke in and invaded the building. 
Two of his colleagues were killed before his eyes. He leapt 
nimbly on to a table and began to sing the Marseillaise. He 
liked singing anyway. He was cheered and carried shoulder 
high into the street. But the experience was unnerving, and he 
was also, as it later appeared, having some difficulty with a young 
woman. The combination of public and private pressures 
brought him to England, where his brother was cooking for the 
Duke of Cambridge. 

It was a great time for foreign cooks in England. A good one 
could pick and choose his jobs. Careme, for example, left the 
service of the Prince Regent, who paid him £1,000 a year, a 
considerable sum in those days, "because His Highness' taste 
was too bourgeois." Soyer cooked for a number of noblemen, 
and also for a country gentleman in Oswestry, where he was the 
life and soul of 'The Queen's Head' in off-duty hours. He made 
a name for himself wherever he went, but it was not until he 
became chef de cuisine of the newly founded Reform Club that he 
stepped into the limelight and stayed there until he died. 

Extraordinary Oddity 
The Liberal members had decided after the passing of the 

Reform Bill that they must have a club " to promote the social 
intercourse of the Reformers of the United Kingdom." Soyer 
was just the man to promote social intercourse, though he had 
soon produced so many new delicacies that it was said that the 
members forgot the people's cause. He was determined not only 
to cook but to look and behave differently from anyone else. 
His friend, the journalist George Augustus Sala, describes his 
first sight of him. " He wore a kind of paletot of light camlet 
cloth, with voluminous lapels and deep cuffs of lavender-
watered silk; very baggy trousers with lavender stripes down 
the seams; very shiny boots and quite as glossy a hat; his attire 
being completed by tightly fitting gloves of light yellow. An 
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extraordinary oddity was added to his appearance by the cir
cumstance that every article of his attire, save I suppose his 
gloves and his boots, was cut on what dressmakers call the bias, 
or as he himself when 1 came to know him well, designated a la 
^oug-^oug" His visiting card was a parallelogram with 'Alexis 
Sover, London, Paris' engraved in elaborate Gothic lettering. 

No use for plain cooks 
During the 1840s the kitchens of the Reform Club were one 

of the sights of London. All the kitchen maids were pretty, for 
as Soyer told the Duke of Sunderland, "We have no use for plain 
cooks here." Visitors came in their thousands to see the cele
brated M. Soyer in action, and he gave them an excellent show, 
although they had to be out of the place by five o'clock -when he 
reallv started work. When the last dish was served, he was into 
evening dress and out in the town as soon as possible, either 
to the theatre or drinking with friends, or both. His own taste in 
food ran to broiled beef, bread and cheese, or fish and chips. 
Occasionally he would give a party to some select friends in his 
private room in the Reform which lasted far into the night and 
caused some agitated muttering among the members. 

He had meanwhile married a talented young lady, Emma 
Jones, whose piano playing had been praised by Weber, and who 
took to painting and became known as 'the English Murillo.' 
Many of her works, such as 'Children with rabbits,' 'Willie 
and his dog,' 'A Chelsea Pensioner in his 104th year', were 
popular engravings and may still be hanging in some seaside 
boarding houses. The marriage was happy but short-lived. She 
died of fright in a terrible thunderstorm in August 1842 while 
her husband was on a visit to Brussels. Few events in Soyer's life 
were entirely ordinary. Soyer was distraught and spent six 
months designing a memorial to her, a remarkable confection 
of a colossal figure of Faith, cherubim, palette and brushes. 

After his wife's death, Soyer went to live with her stepfather, 
the painter Simonan in Leicester Square. His behaviour became 
more eccentric. Thackeray was fascinated by him and based 
'Mirobolant inPendennis' on him, but the Committee of the Re
form Club were not so pleased, and in 1844 he was asked to 
resign for irregularity and want of respect to his superiors. 
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T o H e r 

Soyer was devoted to 
his wife, a celebrated 
painter of sentimental 
subjects. After she died 
in 1842 he spent six 
months designing this 
memorial to her. Our 
picture, taken recently 
in Kensal Green ceme-
tary, shows the state 
of neglect into which 
his creation has fallen. 

A hopeless infatuation for the dancer Fanny Cerito had also 
led to a certain neglect of his duty. But the Committee had 
second thoughts and Soyer was reinstated. He abandoned the 
pursuit of Cerito, though he composed many dishes in her 
honour and wrote a ballet for her in 1845. 

His next work "The Gastronomic Regenerator" appeared in 
the following year. It was enthusiastically reviewed by all the 
national papers. Two thousand copies were sold at a guinea. 
There were four editions in the first year, and many more later. 
It contained over 2,000 recipes, and was divided into two parts, 
'The Kitchen for the Wealthy' and 'The Kitchen at Home.' 
Appendices illustrated 'The Batchelor Kitchen', 'The Cottage 
Kitchen' and 'My Kitchen at Home'. Many women wrote to ask 
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if they might see his kitchen at home, "with its thick table with 
sliding shelves and rows of drawers, the place for a wet sponge to 
wipe the table, the seasoning box and fish sauce box made to turn 
on centre pivots" and other gadgets. Soyer was evasive. One 
Irish lady discovered where he lived, and went there to find old 
Simonan sitting in a room crammed with bric-a-brac, an unmade 
bed in the corner, and a slovenly maid preparing a scrag end of 
mutton on an antique table covered with vegetables. Worse still, 
all the cooking and washing up were done in a dark little hole, 
where the maid also slept. There was one saucepan. 

Charity and Regeneration 
The magnificent banquets Soyer mounted at the Reform and 

"The Gastronomic Regenerator" made him a national figure. 
Me began to branch out and invent sauces and condiments, 
sending review bottles to the newspapers, l i e sold the recipes 
to the first Messrs. Crosse and Blackwell, who were friends of his. 
He designed magic coffee pots, a tendon separator, a patent egg 
cooking machine, a miniature marine kitchen, a magic stove on 
which, it was claimed, a lady could conveniently cook on her 
dressing table, or a gentleman in his study, and on which a Peer 
of the Realm actually cooked a meal on top of one of the pyra
mids. He also began to interest himself in charitable work and 
was taking classes of ladies teaching them how to run soup 
kitchens. (One of these ladies was so impressed with the virtues 
of his nourishing broths that she subsequently left money in 
her will "for the provision of a Brothel for the Poor.") Soyer 
himself organised relief on a massive scale in 1847, and later 
in the year was lent by the Reform Club to the Government to 
organise soup kitchens in Ireland which was being ravaged by 
famine. In Dublin, he also wrote "Charitable Cookery or The 
Poor Man's Regenerator." The profits from this book, of which 
the Irish Times wrote "it deserves a corner in every poor man's 
library," went to charity. 

Back in England he wrote "The Modern Housewife," which 
was enthusiastically received and ran through many editions. 
Then in 1850 the public was astonished to learn that he had 
resigned from the Reform. As much space was given to this 
momentous event in the papers as to the marital difficulties of a 
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film star today. No one ever knew the reason, but Sover was 
addicted to the bottle, an occupational failing which, according 
to a recent American study, chefs share with advertising copy
writers and journalists. 

Soyer was in some perplexity about what to do {Punch suggested 
that he should join the board of a railway company and help cook 
the accounts). For the rest of the year he revised and enlarged 
his two books and organised some public banquets. He roasted 
an ox by gas at Exeter in a brick oven built in the Castle Yard 
for the Royal Agricultural Society's annual dinner in July. He 
designed the magnificent setting and cooked for the Royal 
Banquet at York, where his hundred guinea special 'L'Extrava-
gance Culinaire a 1'Aldermen' made its appearance. In 1851, the 
Exhibition \rear, he opened his "Gastronomic Symposium of 
All the Nations." It was a wildly fanciful and extravagant 
eating establishment. Visitors flocked to the Monster Pavilion 
of all Nations at which 1,500 people could dine at once. 
They wandered over the lawns, they listened to the bands, 
but they did not make it pay. But it made him so internationally 
famous that the child of the girl he had left behind him in Paris 
wrote to inform him that he was the proud father of a grown up 
young man. Soyer was delighted and went to Paris to see him. 

After he had paid off his creditors Soyer busied himself with 
organising soup kitchens, exhibiting his stoves and writing. A 
massive volume entitled "The Pantropheia or the History of 
Food from the Earliest Ages of the World" appeared in 1853, and 
Soyer's Shilling Cookery, which sold over a quarter of a million 
copies, a year later. He spent most of the summer of 1854 in 
Virginia Water and much of it in the bar parlour of 'The Wheat-
sheaf making grandiose plans for a restaurant in Paris. 

To the Wars 
He 'was, however, to embark on a much more adventurous 

foreign venture. The Crimean War had broken out. Reports of 
military incompetence at all levels disturbed public opinion. On 
January 16th, 1855, a letter to The Times from a soldier at the 
front begged M. Soyer to teach soldiers how to use their rations 
properly. Soyer became interested and, when he had read of the 
appalling conditions which faced Florence Nightingale in the 
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The first demonstration of Soyer's stove in the Crimea. 
T r y O u t Soyer is standing on the left of the group, talking to 

Lord Rokeby and General Pelissier. In the background 
(right) is Soyer's Zouave bodyguard, Bornet, a tough, 
drunken ex-soldier given to chasing women 
and picking quarrels. 

hospitals at Scutari, he himself wrote to The Times offering his 
voluntary services to help her. Lord Panmure at the War Office 
jumped at the offer. Soyer quickly experimented with new dishes 
with the standard rations, invented the stove which bears his 
name and is still in use, but which he refused to patent, and left 
for Scutari. 

Florence Nightingale was enchanted by her flamboyant, 
extravagantly dressed and irrepressibly gay colleague. Together 
they cleaned up Scutari and left for the Crimea. Soyer was almost 
given a free hand. He reorganised kitchens, gave demonstrations 
and started training courses for cooks by day, and celebrated his 
successes by night. He caught Crimea fever, nearly died, but was 
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up again with his way of life unaltered. "Monsieur Soyer," 
General Vivien said to him, "Miss Nightingale's name and yours 
will be forever associated in the archives of this memorable war." 
When peace was made Soyer stayed on in the thick of the 
celebrations as organiser and participant. By the time he reached 
England in May 1857 he looked ten years older and a sick man 
at that. 

At home, he wrote his account of his adventures, "Soyer's 
Culinary Campaign," lectured, wrote diet sheets, gave demon
strations and sat on committees to improve army catering. His 
health was obviously failing. By the spring of 1858 he was 
seriously ill. He went on working, but for most of the summer he 
was confined to bed. He amused himself by having three doctors 
and arranging their visits so that they almost, but not quite, met 
on the stairs. He obeyed none of their instructions. Whenever 
he felt well enough he dropped in at 'The Albert,' opposite 
Drury Lane, to discuss old times and Crimean adventures. It was 

not a recipe for health. On August 5th he fell 
into a coma and did not emerge from it. 

Florence Nightingale described his death as 
"a great disaster." His friend Sala wrote of 
him as "the kindly erratic, frivolous, warm
hearted Alexis Soyer. He was a vain man, 
but he was good and kind and charitable. He 
was an original. He didn't do anybody any 
harm. He did, on the contrary, a great deal 
of good in his generation." 

As cooks go, this was one of the best and 
greatest. 

Sauce—with Yashmak 
This is how Soyer dressed up his Sultana Sauce. 
The illustration is from a contemporary advertisement 
which carried a certificate from Dr. Arthur Hassall, 
an authority on food and the detection of adulteration. 
Dr. Hassall says: "While it is a good stomachic, 
its flavour is delicious." 

The print was loaned to us by 

Messrs. Crosse and Blackwell. 
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Can you identify the object in the picture below? 
For the first correct identification to be opened 
J.S. Journal offers a prize of a 

£1 • O • O Premium Bond 
Entries should be sent to J.S. Journal, Stamford 
House, London, S.E.I, marked " ?What" and must 
arrive not later than September 9th, 1958. 

o 
WHAT 
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Congratu la t ions 
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Maunder of Tiverton. A recent photograph 
taken when J.S. Journal called on them to 
talk about Mr. Maunder's early days in business. 
Mr. and Mrs. Maunder celebrated their diamond wedding 
last May 25th and the Journal on behalf of J.S. 
takes this opportunity of sending them warm congratulations. 
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Itlojjb JR.aurtber 
{•"fay >~-

i by Mr. F. W . Salisbury, Assistant Genera! Manager of j.S. 

I MUST admit to having envied our editor his visit to Tiverton, 
for a day with Lloyd Maunder is a day to be remembered. 
When he is talking seriously his breadth of vision, his shrewdness 
and the pleasure he derives from doing a job well are all the 
time in evidence. His sense of humour is irrepressible, a merry 
eye twinkle reflecting his enjoyment of a joke, whilst those who 
have known him a long time think they can sometimes detect 
that with a poker face some leg-pulling is going on. In this he 
has the touch of an expert. 

It is easy to see why Lloyd Maunder and our own Mr. John 
had such mutual regard, amounting to affection, for one another. 

As with Lloyd Maunder the man, so with Lloyd Maunder, 
Ltd., the business, a visit leaves a great impression on one, or 
rather a series of impressions. Tiverton, of course, is set in the 
beautiful valley of the Exe, where the soil is as red and as fertile 
as anywhere in Devon. In this famous agricultural area over the 
years a wonderful goodwill with the producer has been created 
in which both L.M., Ltd., and J.S., Ltd., justifiably take pride. 
It is a great experience to visit our farmer-suppliers in that 
part of the country. Today, Tiverton Junction boasts an egg-
packing station, a pig abattoir and an up-to-the-minute pro
cessing plant for broiler chicken. In addition, large quantities 
of West Country lambs are handled on their way to Blackfriars 
at the appropriate season of the year. Whilst the driving force 
in the business has passed from Lloyd Maunder to his son 
Percy, the inspiration of the father remains and quite apart 
from his frequent presence at the scene of operations, he is 
always ready with advice of a kind remarkably up to date for 
a man of his age. 

Lloyd Maunder would be the first to say how much he owes 
to his wife, who as Miss Goatly, so long ago forsook her native 
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Twickenham for the many attractions of the West Country. 
Those who have had business dealings with Lloyd Maunder 

through the years have, I am sure, derived pleasure and satis
faction from their transactions. That surely is the measure of 
the success of any business. 

Roast Beef for Breakfast 
The editor talks wi th Lloyd Maunder. 

T H E long, friendly relationship between Lloyd Maunder, Ltd., 
of Tiverton and the firm of Sainsbury dates from a day in the 
'nineties when Lloyd Maunder happened to see, in a butcher 
shop run by a local miller, a letter from J.S. The miller used to 
send us a few chickens now and then and the letter was to tell 
him that we could accept them only in parcels of at least 20 
to 25. This didn't please the miller who thought it more trouble 
than it was worth. Lloyd Maunder on the contrary saw possi
bilities in the trade, and when the miller passed him the letter 
saying "you can have his trade if you want it" he made a quick 
decision that has kept him trading regularly with J.S. ever since. 

We went down to Devon last month to call on Mr. and Mrs. 
Maunder, who celebrated their diamond wedding this year, and 
for a long summer afternoon we sat and talked to Mr. Maunder 
about his early days and the origins of his firm. He grew up on 
his father's farm of about 400 acres but got restless in his teens 
and came to London in 1890. He had one short-lived job at a 
North London butchers and then moved to another in Hoxton. 

He talked to us about the daily round in the shop as if it had 
happened only the day before. He lived in with the rest of the 
butchers and was up to start work at 7 a.m. every morning on a 
breakfast of tea, bread and butter and cold roast beef, eaten in 
the shop. On two or three days each week Mr. Watson the 
butcher would go to the Caledonian Market to buy a couple of 
bullocks and from ten to 20 sheep. These were delivered by a 
drover who brought them through the streets and they were 
slaughtered on the premises. 

The shop shut at 10 p.m. except on Mondays when it shut at 
9 p.m. and the lads would then go off to the Milton Hall, 
Shoreditch, to watch the boxing. They'd get back late as a rule 
and the boss would be pretty short with them on Tuesday 
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Third Generation Mr. Lloyd Maunder with his grandson John Maunder 
who is now taking an active part in the business, 

mornings. On Saturday nights the shop wouldn't put up shutters 
till after the pubs closed about midnight. The butchers got 
four days holiday a year and, on the whole, Mr. Maunder thinks 
they were fairly happy. The pressure of work wasn't very great 
as a rule and households bought their meat in very big joints, a 
practice which made butchering simpler than "all this frying 
pan stuff" they go in for today. 

Mr. Maunder went back to Devon because his father took 
another farm and wanted help on it. There he stayed to build 
up the business. At first he worked on the new farm but, he 
told us, farming was really bad in those days. Wool sold at 
3 lb. for Is., best mutton at 6£d. per lb., best beef and pork 
were bringing only 10s. a score and bacon pigs were as low as 
7s. 6d. a score—prices which made nonsense of farming. It was 
because of this that he decided he'd try his hand at buying and 
selling poultry, eggs and rabbits. 
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Second G e n e r a t i o n On the left is Mr. Percy Maunder who is 
responsiblefor the pig abattoir at Tiverton. With him are Mr. D. Taverner and 
Mr. A. Bowden. 

Trading came naturally to him and he steadily increased his 
business. After he made his first contacts with J.S. he came up 
to Blackfriars to see the people he was trading with. He met 
Mr. J. J. Sainsbury the founder of the firm. "There was a 
wonderful man," he told us, "very calm—levelheaded—never 
got excited. The impression he gave me was that he was a very 
shrewd gentleman. He gave me a lot of good advice on buying. 
He also kept a good cigar and would give me one to smoke on 
my way home." 

We asked Mr. Maunder what he thought were the most 
striking changes he had seen in his long and busy life. "The 
disappearance of the horse," he replied emphatically. "Farming 
today is done in that confounded old petrol-stink and noise." 
Besides, he went on, the new ways are ruining sport. The part-
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T i v e r t o n J u n c t i o n A view of a small part of the Lloyd Maunder 
premises at the junction. 

ridges get no peace from fast, noisy cutting and threshing 
machines—birds are rarer altogether. But Mr. Maunder finds 
some. His son Percy told us that his father brought down a brace 
of duck with a left and right on three separate occasions last 
year which is very nice shooting at any age let alone 84. 

Mr. and Mrs. Maunder have three sons, all of whom are active 
in the business. Sylvanus, Percy and Ivan divide the responsi
bilities of the running of the now extensive family business 
between them and the third generation is now taking part in 
it. Percy Maunder's eldest son, Mr. John Maunder, is already 
working at Tiverton Junction. As we left Tiverton (feeling that 
we had been among real friends of J.S.), Mr. Lloyd Maunder 
told us that it is his sincere hope that his sons and grandsons 
will continue to enjoy the happy and congenial association 
with our firm that he has had all these long years. 
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Safely 

Home 
A holiday sketch 

A n , day the sea, grey and 
vengeful, had lashed against the 
rocks at the foot of St. Michael's 
Mount and a gale, accompanied 
at times by torrential rain, had 
kept all the holiday-makers 
indoors for hours. At last the 
weather improved slightly and, 
suffering from a surfeit of 
reading and crossword puzzles, 

I went out for the hour or so before dinner. A bus took me to 
Newlyn and there I found practically the entire fishing fleet, 
together with one or two French boats which had run for 
shelter. One small fishing boat, which had just reached the 
harbour, appeared to have landed a catch of flying fish, until 
one realised that a fisherman was throwing the catch up from 
below to be dealt with by two others, who, dressed in yellow 
oilskins and armed with sharp knives, were gutting and 
preparing the fish for market. 

The wind still blew fiercely and as I went along the quay no 
one else appeared to have come so far, until I noticed a boy 
standing motionless beside the harbour wall, gazing out to sea. 
I looked in the same direction, but could see nothing but the 
grey sea, a monster hungry and terrible, with the white spray, 
caught by the wind, blowing across its heaving surface. 
Time was getting on and I turned to walk back. The boy was 
unaware of my presence and I said, "It 's a rough sea." 
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"Ah! 'tisn't often so bad as this, this time of the year," he 
replied, and then, " I 'm watching for my Dad's boat, he went 
out last week and he'll be back tonight I should think; 
there's only his boat that hasn't come in." There was no 
tremor in his voice and he stood very straight, with the look 
of concentration that belongs to those who really know 
and love the sea. He said he would go home to tea and come 
down to the harbour again later and added, "I 've been down 
lots of times today." We turned together and started to walk 
along the quay and he talked on without reluctance. He had 
been going out with his father on this trip, but Dad decided he 
must wait a while to avoid missing his lessons. I said that was 
just as well perhaps as it was so rough but he replied, without 
boasting, "I 've been out when it was as bad as this." "Didn ' t 
you mind i t?" 1 asked. "No—it were better than school!" He 
told me he was 13 and his name was Peter. "A good name for a 
fisherman," I said, and he smiled. "I 've got other names too, 
1 think they called me after some of my uncles." I asked if he 
had any brothers and he said, "No , but I've got plenty of 
sisters!" "What do you call 'plenty'?" "Four ." "Your Mother 
must miss you when you go to sea," to which he answered, 
"My Mother died two years ago." I told him lamely how sorry 
I was and we walked on through the howling wind. I asked 
him if he planned to be a fisherman, but he said his father thought 
it was becoming too precarious as a living and wanted him to 
get into the Royal Navy if possible. "You see," he said, "in a 
way it's better than when my Dad was young. Most of the 
boats round here work for one firm and they pay so much a head 
for the men when the boats are having to stand by for rough 
weather or anything, so they always get some money, but the 
price for a catch is often not very high and then there is this 
12 mile limit around Iceland and Dad thinks that's going to 
affect us down here." 

Still he betrayed no anxiety but now and again, as he talked, 
his glance strayed past me over the sea, always in the same 
direction, and without turning my head I knew he could see 
nothing but the waves and the sky. 

At the end of the quay he stopped suddenly, "Have you seen 
the Marine Exhibition ?" he asked. I had not and he said firmly 
that I must not miss it and he would show me round. It was a 
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small and, at first glance, not very inspiring collection in a tiny 
room, but he knew every exhibit by heart and had something to 
say about each; Even such unlikely items as a small octopus, a 
jellyfish and a set of shark's teeth aroused deep interest as he 
talked of them and I watched his swiftly changing expression. 
Yet still behind his courteous attention to a visitor from London 
was the hint of tension, and I knew his thoughts were with a 
small fishing vessel battling with an Atlantic gale. 

Outside once more, our ways parted and we said "Goodbye." 
He hoped I would get some sunshine for my last couple of days, 
but thought it unlikely for none of the fishing fleet were putting 
out that night, which meant they were expecting the gale to 
last, at least until the next day. But they were wrong sometimes! 

I was really late now and set off hurriedly, knowing that for 
me the sight of a rough sea would be forever linked with the 
memory of the fisherman's son at Newlyn. Somewhere at the 
back of my mind was fear for both the boy and his father and I 
sent up a hurried prayer that all might be well. I stopped for a 
moment to look again at the majestic, turbulent sea and in 
doing so glanced back towards the harbour. My heart leapt, for 
there, almost on its side as each wave hit it, obviously heavily 
laden and edging towards the harbour mouth, was a fishing 
boat. I watched her as she struggled along and then slowly 
crept out of sight under the lee of the harbour wall and then 
went back joyfully, knowing that once more Peter's father had 
come safely home! 

Miss C. L. NEWLAND 
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How to Improve Your Tennis 
No. 2 of a series of short articles by 

T o n y M o t t r a m 

The Backhand Drive 
Many players, especially learners, find the back-hand drive an 

unnatural stroke. Thev find particular difficulty in generating 
power on this wing in comparison with the forehand drive. 

Yet it is a fact that once players have mastered the basic 
footwork and learnt to get the right foot round so that they can 
drive the ball properly, rather than just poke it, their backhand 
stroke soon gains in strength. For the backhand, 1 recommend 
the Eastern backhand grip. This is nearly one sixth of the turn 
of the racket in a clockwise direction from the forehand drive 
grip. The thumb should be placed across the handle and not 
along it. This helps you to brace the racket as the stroke is made, 
and yet still allows vou to pick up low balls. Spread the ringers 
a little in this grip. This gives solidarity and control to the 
stroke. As with the forehand grip, the wrist must be kept firm 
throughout. 

The Backhand 
Grip 
Make about a sixth of a full 
tu rn of the racket clock
wise from the Eastern 
forehand grip. The thumb 
lies more across the handle 
to help brace the racket 
as you play the ball. 
Fingers should be splayed 
rather further apart than 
in the forehand grip. 
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I cannot emphasise too strongly the importance of getting the 
body sideways to the ball when making the backhand drive. 
Footwork is the secret here, and if you can remember to get 
your right foot well across and forward as you hit the ball, 
then you will be well on the way to developing a strong drive. 

Once again, do not go in for a long, over-elaborate back swing. 
Today the technique is to shorten the swing and to use the 
ball's oncoming speed to generate pace off the racket. As with 
the forehand drive, I favour a full follow through, as this is an 
important aid to control. Beginners should also use the left 
hand to support the racket at the throat, while bringing the 
racket back. This helps to control the racket's head and also 
prevents over swinging as the stroke is prepared. 

Do not let the head of the racket fall as the ball approaches. 
This is a certain way of losing control, and must be avoided at 
all costs. Although your wrist may ache at the start, you must 
keep the racket well up throughout the stroke. Use your knees 
to get down to the ball, especially when it is low. If you do 
not, you will find the racket sliding under the ball and giving 

The new tennis hut at Dulwich with some of the players on a club night. From 
I. to r. standing: Miss Anne Ramsey, Mr. N. Payne, Mr. G. Nichols; seated: 
Mr. R. Fox, Miss Catherine Williams, Mr. P. Topham, Miss Audrey Buttress 
and Miss Joan Campbell. 
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Playing on the non-attention court recently laid down at Dulwich. 

you an underspin which will take away all pace, besides causing 
loss of control. 

You must keep your eye on the ball all the time. This rule 
applies as strongly to the slow, easy balls, as to the faster ones. 
Make up your mind not to run round your backhand. Make it 
do its share of work at the back of the court, and soon you will 
be playing with confidence. 

Develop rhythm with your backhand. Take the racket back 
early as the ball approaches and move into position smoothly, 
hitting the ball firmly and with deliberation. The whole weight 
of your body must go into the stroke as you make it, so that your 
swing can deliver a solid drive to the ball. 

The correct point of contact between racket and ball, relative 
to the body, is opposite to the right shoulder as it stands sideways 
to the net. Do not reach forward and hit the ball before it reaches 
its position, or you will loft it out of court. 

Play your backhands from the baseline with a slight amount of 
top spin. This is valuable not only because it gives better control 
and a greater margin of safety, but also because passing shots 
played in this manner dip on passing the net, forcing an opponent 
waiting there to volley up. 

As with all strokes, practice makes perfect. 
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We took this portrait of M rs. A. Newton 
at Southsea. She was one of the first 
if not the first saleswoman to be 
employed by J.S. She started work at 
14 Church Road, Hove, at the end of 
September, 1914, when she was still 
Miss A. Nichols. In 1922 she met 
Mr. Newton, one of the J.S. drivers, 
and in 1925 they were married. 

J S Veterans take a day trip to 
Southsea 
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J.S. take 
part in 
British 
Diabetic 
Association 
Exhibition 

O N Wednesday, June 
25th, H.R.H. The Prin
cess Alexandra opened 
the British Diabetic 
Association Exhibition 
at Central Hall West
minster. The object was 
to show the progress 
that had been made to 
help diabetics and how 
they could benefit by 
becoming a member of 

the association through one of the many clubs. There were 
stands from firms specialising in hypodermic syringes and insulin 
and also methods by which the sufferers could themselves test for 
sugar in the body with the least trouble. The majority of the 
exhibitors were showing special foods, either sugar reduced 
or made without sugar at all. Our role was to show the 
number of carbohydrates, proteins and fats in ordinary foods, 
so that a diabetic limited to a certain number of grammes of 
carbohydrates could manage a fairly varied diet. To this end 
we printed special tickets with this information on them and 
some leaflets made up in the same way. Everyone was enthu
siastic about this idea, since boredom with special foods, which 
are very expensive, is one of the distressing results of the 
disease. The stand was manned each day by Training Centre 
Staff who were kept busy answering questions, particularly the 
difficult one of, "why can't we have a Sainsbury's in our town." 

The J.S. Stand at Central Hall. 
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J S Staff News 
Congratulations 
The Institute of Certificated Grocers have published the following examination 
successes:— 

PRIZES 
Salesman O. RANDELL, Bedford, Grocer's Gazette Challenge Cup. Cash 
Prize of £10 and a silver medal. The Uno challenge shield with a silver 
medal on its surrender, for coffee roasting, and the "Robinson" prize of 
£5 5s. for accounts presented by E. S. & A. Robinson, Ltd., of Bristol. 
L/Salesman R. A. BUNN, of The Grove, came third in the general order of 
merit in the whole country for the intermediate examination, and was 
awarded £10 by William Thyne, Ltd. 

Salesman J. C. TWELFTREE, of 21 Watford, won the first prize of £5 5s. 
for Grocery, presented by Brown & Poison, Ltd. 

Mr. O. Randell. Mr. R. A. Bunn. Mr. J. C. Twelftree. 

The following have passed the Advanced examination:— 
L/Salesman K. L. Ingle of High Barnet 
Salesman O. Randell of Bedford 
L/Salesman H. Fowler of Cambridge. 

The following have passed the Intermediate examination :— 
Salesman K.J . Peters of Marble Arch L/Salesman J. A. Moore of Lewis-
I./Salesman D. J. Avent of Ballards ham 

Lane L/Salesman T. J. Pike of Lewisham 
•Salesman D. A. Bishop of 51 Ealing Salesman R. H. Shone of Wembley 
tL/Salesman R. A. Bunn of The L/Salesman H. A. Young of Kenton 

Grove J/Salesman W. Sutton of St. Albans 
L/Salesman R. J. Burke of 189 Salesman S. G. Walden of St. Helier 

Kensington Salesman J. C. Twelftree of 21 
L/Salesman E. R. Freeman of Watford 

Debden L/Salesman P. A. Jarvis of East-
L/Salesman W. M. Holman of bourne 

Paddington 
•Distinction in Groceries. 
fDistinction in Groceries and Provisions. 
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The following have passed the Preliminary examination :• 
Salesman W. A. Webber of East Finchley 
Salesman M. W. Young of Chingford 
Salesman C. C. Cuthill of Esher. 
Salesman D. A. North of 16/20 Holloway 
J/Salesman S. M. Powell of 13/15 Blackfriars 
Salesman R. A. Slee of Wembley 
Salesman D. F. Hayball of Rye Lane 
J/Salesman M. F. Wagstaff of 158 Catford 
J/Salesman M. D. Hembling, Romford 

Golden Wedding 
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. 
Hedditch celebrated 
their golden wedding 
on June 6th. After an 
anniversary service 
there was a surprise 
party held in the Village 
Hall at Sutton Green 
at which all the villagers 
gathered to drink their 
health. In the picture 
Mr. Hedd i tch , who 
joined J.S. in 1908 a few 
months before his wed
ding, is about to cut the 
cake. He retired in 
1946 after long service 
in the Gu i l d f o rd , 
Woking and Surbiton 
areas. 

Mr. E. J. Baldwin. 

R e t i r e m e n t s 
We send our very best wishes to the following colleagues who 
have just retired:— 

E. H. BAITUP, who joined the firm in March 1913 
as a driver, a position he held until his retirement, 
although his last few months of service were beset with 
illness. 
E. J. BALDWIN, who was engaged in 1928 for the 
Warehouse transferring later to the Factory. In 1945 he 
was promoted to Checker, though latterly he had been 
employed in the Staff Services Department in the 
Factory. 
MRS. BARONOFSKI, who joined the staff of the 
Factory in June 1955 as a Second Hand. She transferred 
later to Special Grade. 
MRS. BARTLETT, who was engaged originally in 
1935 as an Office Cleaner. She left for a short time 
during the war but resumed in 1944, and continued her 
cleaning duties until her retirement in July of this year. 
R. H. BAUGHEN, who has just retired from Surbiton 
where he was employed as Despatcher. He joined the 
firm in 1948 as a Porter at Surbiton and, apart from a 
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Presentat ion 
Mrs. R. Johnson of 
Bognor Regis is seen 
here in the Royal West 
Sussex Hospital, Chi
chester, receiv ing a 
chequefrom the Bognor 
Regis branch staff. From 
I. to r., Mr. R. Johnson, 
Mrs. McGovern, Mr. 
Croft (Assistant Mana
ger), Mr. W. McGovern 
(manager), Mr. W. 
Weaver, Mrs. R. John
son, Miss J. Hickman, 
Mrs. E. Brookes and 
Mr. E. Brookes. 

period at 57 Kingston, this was to be his base branch 
during his service with the firm. 
H. BLAND, who joined the Maintenance Engineers 
Department in 1940. In 1954 he was promoted to 
Leading Man, becoming a Foreman Electrician two 
years later when taking charge of the Repair Shop at 
Lambeth Mews. 
F. A. BROUGHAM, who was engaged in 1921 as Bank 
Foreman for the Warehouse. He later spent periods 
both at the Garage as Traffic Supervisor and Saffron 
Walden. In 1947 he became Departmental Manager in 
charge of Canned Goods. 
J. C. BRUMWELL, who joined the firm in 1932. 
Originally a Cold Store Fitter he was promoted to 
Leading Man, Electrical Engineers, in December 1950, 
and it was with this grade that he retired. 
C. H. CLARE, who started with the firm as an En
gineer's Labourer in August 1942, which position he 
held until his retirement in June of this year. 

Mrs. Baronofski. 

R. H. Baughen. 



Down Memory Lane 
I — 1 1 
: ; • . • • • • • • ;: 

A picture taken in April, 1914, to mark the day that Stamford House opened. 
It was sent in by Mr. W. A. Goss, who retired in 1949. From left to right, the 
people wearing the elegant Edwardian suits are Messrs. Borman, Jeffries, Atkins, 
Allen, Younger, Ravenhill, Reeves, Evans and Hill. On page 5 you'll see Mr. Atkins 
taking part in the publicity drive at Stevenage last July. 

G. CLARK, who has just retired after nearly 18 years' 
service. He joined us at Bournemouth as a Roundsman 
in 1940, but since October 1956, he has been Basket 
Issuer at our Southbourne self-service store. 
MISS A. GOULDING, who joined the Canteen staff 
in 1942. Apart from a short period as a seamstress, she 
has always worked in the Canteen occupying various 
positions there. 

y 

Mr. G. Clark, Miss. A. Goulding. Mr. G. Stevens 
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Miss A. Sullivan. 

Miss J. E. Whitehead. 

G. STEVENS, WHO was engaged in October 1913, 
as a Porter at 94 Tunbridge Wells. He worked later at 
our other branch in Tunbridge Wells and at Tonbridge 
from which branch he has retired as Poulterer after 
completing 44 years' service. 
MISS A. SULLIVAN, who had completed over 42 
years' service before her retirement as First Clerk 
at 16 Enfield. Engaged as a Saleswoman in 1915 she 
later transferred to the Office, being promoted First 
Clerk in 1938. During the war she took over the manage
ment of 43 Enfield and Cockfosters. 
F. W. TACK, who was originally engaged for the 
Warehouse in 1915. He resumed from National Service 
in 1919 later becoming a Despatch Clerk. He was at 
Bramshott and Fleckney returning to Blackfriars in 
1946 as a Departmental Manager in charge of Packed 
Goods and later of the Catering Department. He was 
latterly a Clerk in the Transport Office. 

MISS J. E. WHITEHEAD, who was engaged at 114 
Ilford in 1941. She became Housekeeper at Barkingside, 
16/20 Holloway and Cockfosters, though in 1957 she 
was transferred to 259 Ilford from which branch 
she retired. 

Obi tuary 
We regret to record the death of the following colleague and 
send our deepest sympathy to all relatives. 
A. C. GILES, who came to us as a Porter at Ewell in 
September 1946. This was his base branch until his 
sudden death in July of this year. 

Mr. A. C. Giles. 

Colchester's 
Day Out 

Some of the party 
from Colchester 

who went on the 
S.S.A. outing to 

Windsor and 
Hampton Court on 

June 15th. 
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A w a r d Winners of awards in Bedford's course in food hygiene, sponsored 
by the town's Public Health Department, were Mr. H. A. Knell, manager of 
our Bedford branch (extreme right), and Mr. G. E. Bradburn, assistant manager, 

th i rd f rom the 
left. The presen
tation was made 
at the Town Hall 
by the Mayor. 

S o l l l t l O n T h e " ? W h a t " competit ion brought in a lot of entries. 
Most people identified it correctly, though one thought 

it a J.S. meat pie and from M. H. Wells came this erudite entry. 
"The object illustrated is an Al l Metal Sprogging Locket (Nagger Pattern). This 
versatile instrument, now obsolete, was designed by Dr. Heinz Nagger, a native 
of Baden-on-Order, and was first shown at the International Pork Butchers and 
Sausage Benders Exhibition at Wur temburg in January, 1843, where i t was 
awarded Prix d'Honneur (4th Class). W i t h its aid sausages could be displayed 
in the hanging up or hanging down position, either, at the same t ime or simul
taneously. During the Zulu Wars it was used to peg down rising prices, and 
at the battle for Spion Kop achieved the distinction of being despatched in 
unmentionables." 

Here's what 
it really is— 
a butter 
marker. 
First correct 
entry t o be 
opened came 
from 
Mr. K. Krelle of 
Maintenance 
Dept. who wins 
a £I.0.0-Premium 
Savings Bond. 
And the best 
of luck! 

X 
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9 prizes 
are offered by J.S. Journal in a 

competit ion open to all members 

of the staff or of the S.S.A. 

a FIRST P R I Z E of £ 1 0 . 0 . 0 . 

a S E C O N D P R I Z E of £ 5 . 0 . 0 

and seven prizes each of £ 3 . 0 . 0 . 

They wil l be awarded for the best 

photographs il lustrating the theme 

People on Hol iday 
The photographs must have been taken 
in 1958. Any size pr int from 3" x 2" 
to 10" x 8" wil l be accepted. Prints wi l l 
not be returned so please keep your 
negatives. The t i t le may be interpreted 
very freely, but the emphasis should 
be on people and how they react 
to holidays. 

The judge wi l l be 

Tony Armstrong-Jones 
whose photographs are an outstanding 
feature of the Daily and Sunday Express 
newspapers and of many magazines and weekly papers. 

Photographs for the competition must be sent on or before Monday. September 15th, 1958, 
to "People on Ho l iday" J.S. journal, Stamford House, Blackfriars, London, S.E.I 

T - ~ 2 r = Please w r i t e your name and address l ightly on t h e 
j a t f ^ b a c k o f t h e p H n t 
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Last day for entries 
September ISth 




